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PERSONAL 
INFORMATION

ABEER KAMEL ABOBAKR AHMED 
  

  KHARTOUM , ARKWET, Alblabel
   +24919923568

  abeer.kamel131@gmail.com

Date of Birth : 15/10/1995

Marital Status : Single

Nationality : Sudan

Known Languages : English, Arabic 

INFO My professional ambition is to contribute to engineering, best services in the field 
of electric and computer engineering.I have complete confidence in my skills and 
abilities to serve as a member of your team. If you seek professional engineer's, it 
will be my genuine pleasure to work for you , l have a practical interest in a 
position maintenance(software & hardware) and control application track, due to 
background in Automation. I have a desire to work in an environment where there 
is an opportunity of self-assessment and self-improvement in both individual and 
group based work that ultimately leads to the further development of the 
organization.

EDUCATION AL zaiem Al Azhari University
Ex:electrical Engineering (computer engineering department) 

  

EXPERIENCE Electronic Maintenance shop
Maintenance Engineering
. Knowing of the basics of electric and electronics as a practical aspect

 . Connecting, installing and dismantling devices
 . Training to find and tracing the faults and how solve them

 . Using diagrams and datasheets for electronic circuit design
 . Dealing with the software googly

TECHNICAL SKILLS Experience in Microsoft product
Ability to deal with software and hardware with high efficiency
Ability to work in a group or individually according to the jop requirement
Ability to develop my self

COURSES & 
WORKSHOPS

Automation
Classic control

 Plc (Programmable Logic Controller) 
 Plc Advance

 Sensor
 VSD (Variable Speed Drive) 

 HMI (Human Machine Interface) 
 SCADA(Supervisor Control And Acquisition System)

Entrepreneurship
Complete study the Capacity Building Program on Enterpreneurs Development & 
Investment Promotion (EDIP) - Arb model (Arab International centre for 
Entrepreneurship and Investment (AICEI) - Bahrain)

Maintenance of computer workshop
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.I have presented a workshop entitled ( maintenance of computer) the workshop 
has started firstly by explaining the most common electronic elements such as 
(diode, transistor,, capacitor etc) and the role of every single element.

 . How to understand the drawings of Electrical and Electronic circuits Identify 
common faults and how to solve them. 

 . identify the most common faults that occur in the electronic and electrical 
circuits and how to repair it. 

 
Prosthetic Arm workshop 
The Workshop was affiliated with the organization (ADD International) we 
presented the project proposal and there was a great interaction between us and 
the organization in proportion to its need for project in this way and efficiency 
was a very wonderful work

ACHIEVEMENTS & 
AWARDS

Prosthetic Arm - electronic hand,The aim of the project is to design and build 3D 
printed prosthetic arm and controlled by Nervus signs ( EMG sensor), To help 
amputee interact with the community by restoring lost function

REFERENCE Dr yosif Alfatih - "Graduation Project Supervisor " 
yousifsiddiq@gmail.com
+249 918535167
 
E Rabea Ahmed - "Cotch of maintenance shop " 
+249 927558899
 

 


